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Introduction

Traditional boat used metal halide lamps (halogen 

lamps), single lamp power is more than 1000W.

Since the offshore electric energy of the boat is all 

dependent on the shipboard diesel engine to generate 

electricity, this method consumes a lot of energy.

If use FLED light source can effectively reduce the power 

loss of lighting, reduce maintenance costs and 

increase fishing output.
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FLED Principle

FLED is a revolution of point light source to the flat light source.

Based on the remote phosphor technology plus a variety of 

Nano materials and rare earth materials form the unique formula of 

the luminous film, and make the film through the independently 

developed equipment and complex technology.

The thickness reach to 0.1mm, more than one hundred kinds of 

materials are evenly distributed on such thin film, showing the 

progressiveness and non-duplication of the FLED technology.

Onboard lighting solution

     FLED encapsulation
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Advantage

nLow UV radiation, low infrared radiation,environmental protection.

Using FLED light source, the light is concentrated in the visible range of 400nm-780nm, ultraviolet 

radiation in the range of 100-400nm and infrared radiation of 800-1000nm; ultraviolet radiation is 

harmful to human skin, and infrared radiation will produce a large amount of Heat consumes 

energy. Therefore, compared with metal halide lamps, FLED light sources are safer and more 

energy efficient.

▲ FLED  Spectrum ▲ Metal Halide Lamps Spectrum
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n Low light decay and long life

Product Life time
Light decay  %

2000hour 3000hour 4000hour

FLED Lamp 50000hour 99% 99% 98%

LQ MH lamp 1000-2000hour 75% 71% 56%

HQ MH Lamp 3000-4000hour 90% 80% 70%
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n Equipped with Leds, improve light effect,and the irradiation depth can reach 200m

Power: 200W, 130LM/W

PF>0.92

Ra>80

Body: 6061 aluminium+6063 aluminium

Lens: 120°X45°

▲ FLED Onboard Lamp
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n Impact resistance

The metal halide lamp housing is glass, 

which is relatively easy to damage. 

Our FLED Onboard lamp Equipped with 

anti UV PC Leds, which can be tested by 

10KG steel ball impact, which is not 

easy to damage and can effectively 

reduce maintenance costs.
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Comparison between 1000W metal halide lamp and 200W FLED Onboard lamp

n Single light effect

Metal halide lamp effect: dispersion FLED Onboard lamp effect: concentrated
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Comparison between 1000W metal halide lamp and 200W FLED Onboard lamp

n 300m diameter sea level lighting effect

Metal halide lamp effect FLED Onboard lamp effect
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Comparison between 1000W metal halide lamp and 200W FLED Onboard lamp

n 300m diameter sea level lighting effect (hierogram)

Metal halide lamp effect FLED Onboard lamp effect
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Comparison between 1000W metal halide lamp and 200W FLED Onboard lamp

n 300m diameter sea level lighting effect

Metal halide lamp effect FLED Onboard lamp effect

Conclusion:

The simulated illumination 

effect of 300m diameter sea 

level, 1000W metal halide lamp 

and 200W FLED On board lamp 

both could reach 35Lx.

200W FLED Onboard lamp 

could replace 1000W metal 

halide lamp
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